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Amitech specializes in architecture and planning,
utilizing high-precision LASER LIDAR 3D scanning for
generating technical documentations, aiding strategic
decision-making through point clouds, 3D modeling,
and various architectural details. Their requirement
was email infrastructure support for both Amitech
and their partner, Arte Maggiore – Architecture and
Restoration.

Visionnaire provided comprehensive email server
support for the domains https://amitech.tech/ and
https://www.artemaggiore.com.br/, opting for
KingHost Email Hosting. Our services covered
POP/SMTP/IMAP protocol support, Webmail, mobile
and desktop email configurations, along with
installation, configuration, migration, and monthly
technical support. Visionnaire's proactive website
monitoring systems ensured server uptime and quick
reactivation if needed.

With expertise in system development and
maintenance, Visionnaire offers on-site and remote
technical assistance, cloud support, continuous
maintenance, and system improvements. We can also
develop custom solutions based on client needs,
making their services tailored to each client's size,
sector, technology requirements, and strategic goals.
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 Opting for Visionnaire's managed services ensures
reliable IT infrastructure management, allowing
clients to focus on core activities without technical
concerns.

Amitech Tecnologia successfully obtained email
infrastructure support for both domains, benefiting
from support for various protocols, Webmail, and
multi-platform email configurations, backed by
Visionnaire's monthly technical support.

Technologically, Visionnaire excels in Amazon Web
Services (AWS), specializing in VMs, DevOps, and
CI/CD. We also have expertise in Google Cloud,
Microvirtualization, Docker, Kubernetes, and
Microservices. Visionnaire implements Microsoft
systems, works with Windows and virtual Linux
servers on Azure, configures AD and LDAP in the
cloud, and migrates Local Networks to Cloud
Networks.

Our Service Desk and HelpDesk tools, including Jira
Service Desk and Zendesk, along with automations
like Selenium, IFTTT, and Zapier, ensure client
systems remain operational. We offer diverse cloud
solutions, both platform and storage, in private and
public clouds, maximizing cloud investment returns.

AMITECH 
Email Infrastructure Support

Visionnaire provided email infrastructure support
for two domains, along with skilled labor support
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